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Abstract. Traditional systems of temporal and action logics lack of
an explicit representation of some desirable features in service-oriented
environments, such as time and norms. In this paper a proposal for a
logic which allows service-oriented environments to be formally specified
is presented. This logic has been employed for formalizing normative
time-bounded services in the THOMAS architecture.
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Introduction

Web services and agents are autonomous entities that provide services to others,
maintain their independence and modularity. In both cases they can cooperate
to develop complex tasks. More concretely, the nature of agents, as intelligent
and flexible entities with auto-organizative capabilities, facilitates the implementation of automatic service composition and discovering. One of the most
important challenges in the computer science field is the development of open
systems, which are characterized by the heterogeneity and dynamic features of
both their participants and their environment. In this sense, the integration of
multi-agent system (MAS) and Service Technologies has been proposed as the
basis for these new and complex systems [1]. Several tools heve been proposed
for facilitating the development of this kind of systems. However, there is a need
for logics formalisms which allow these systems to be formally specified and
analysed. In this paper, a new logic for the representation of service-oriented
environments (SOE), which provides support for the definition of quality of service parameters (e.g. temporal constraints); and deontic expressions which have
been traditionally considered inside the MAS field.
On the one hand, in SOE, actions carried out by services may cause state
changes. Consequently, action-based models are suitable for modelling Serviceoriented systems in which actions play an important role. Action-based models
?
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allow designers to specify the system properties in terms of actions or services and
to reason about them. SOE make also desirable to reason in terms of the reachable states of the system or to consider the properties that hold in each state,
i.e. the preconditions that must hold to request a service or the effects produced
by the service. Therefore, it is desirable to have a model in which information
can be associated to states. Service-oriented systems require a model which integrates state-based and action-based representation. On the other hand, with the
proliferation of Web services as a solution to application integration, the quality
of service (QoS) offered by Web services is becoming the highest priority for service providers and their partners. One of the most important properties related
to QoS is service execution time. It is important to consider this information
because some services could be completely useless if it are not provided on time.
In concrete, time constraints are employed for representing boundaries on the
service time response. Finally, SOE, as open systems, are populated by heterogeneous and autonomous agents that work together acting as service providers and
consumers. Norms have been promoted inside MAS research as a mechanism for
ensuring social order and dealing with unpredictability of agents. In this sense,
norms define which are the expected behaviours in terms of deontic statements
such as obligations, permissions or prohibitions.
A new logic framework, known as Normative Time-bounded Services Logic
(NTBSL), which covers the above mentioned needs of SOE has been presented in
this paper. It is suitable for the formal specification of SOE in which both agents
and Web services cooperate for developing complex systems. The proposed logic
allows an explicit representation of services as actions and also the specification of temporal boundary constraints and normative expressions in the states
of the system. This paper is organized as follows: a review of related works is
contained in Section 2. Section 3, the background for NTBSL is presented. Section 4 presents syntax and semantics of NTBSL. In Section 5, an architecture
based on the previous formalization is described, detailing the management of
services and norms in the architecture through an example. Finally, in Section
6 conclusions and future work are described.
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Related Works

Works on norms inside the MAS field normally have a theoretical point of view,
describing logical relationships among obligations, prohibitions and permissions
by means of deontic logics [2, 3]. Regarding works belonging to the community
of semantic web, several proposals have been done in order to define policies or
regulations over the system performance. A well known example of these works
is the KAoS policy services framework [4]. It is service-oriented architecture
which provides functionalities for managing and controlling policies. This proposal allows deontic constraints to be explicitly represented as terms belonging
to an OWL ontology. However, it lacks a logic formalism, which includes both
normative and QoS constraints; allowing SOE to be specified and analysed.
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Besides that, this logic formalism is needed to provide specifications interpreted over models, which describe the system properties. With this aim, different types of logics have been proposed. In this sense, modal and temporal
logics deal with notions such as necessity, possibility, eventuality, etc. For instance, CTL[5] allows the system properties to be expressed in terms of their
states. Regarding mixed systems, which are described in terms of both actions
and states, it is more natural to use an action-based temporal logic to express
their properties. In order to model mixed systems, several logics have been proposed such as ARCTL[6]. ARCTL is interpreted over a Mixed Transition System
(MTS)[7] model and can specify a system in terms of its actions and states. It
has the same temporal operators as CTL, except that they can be restricted to
paths whose actions satisfy a given action formula α. This fact makes ARCTL a
suitable logic for reasoning in terms of actions, since it is a logic which can be interpreted over Labelled Transition Systems (LTS)[8], and also for reasoning and
checking properties over states since it is based on the modal logic CTL and can
be interpreted over Kripke Structures (KS)[9]. Despite the fact that the ARCTL
formalism gives support for reasoning about SOE in terms of both actions and
states, it lacks of an explicit representation of some desirable features in SOE,
such as temporal and deontic constraints.
Mainly, it NTBSL and extends previous works on deontic logics, developed
inside the MAS community, and MTS proposals. In this sense, NTBSL is proposed as a logic formalism for supporting the specification of open systems based
on the integration between service and MAS technologies.

3

Background

NTBSL extends ARCTL, by including time and norms and it is interpreted over
a MTS. This section describes the logic background and the basis of MTS.
3.1

Logical Basis for NTBSL

On the one hand, in order to provide an explicit representation of time and probability, NTBSL uses the same mechanism that PCTL[10] for representing explicit
time bounds and probabilities. The explicit time representation in NTBSL allows reasoning about time properties in real systems such as soft deadlines. Soft
deadlines are useful in systems in which having a bounded response time is important, but the failure to meet the response time does not result in a disaster
for the system. There is a set of logics based on CTL which deals with quantitative time such as PCTL[10], RTCTL[11], vRTCTL or PRTCTL[12]. PCTL
tags temporal operators with time bounds, as in RTCTL. PCTL also provides
methods for reasoning about time such as ”after a request for a service, the service will give an answer within 2 seconds”. In addition, for enabling reasoning
about soft deadlines, state expressions are tagged with probabilities. Therefore,
expressible properties are: ”with at least 50 percent probability p will hold within
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20 time units” [F ≤20 p]≥0.5 or ”with at least 99 percent probability q will hold
continuously for 20 time units” [F ≤20 p]≥0.99 .
On the other hand, NTBSL allows expressing norms which control service
performance. Our proposal of extending temporal logics for representing norms
is based on the Normative Temporal Logic (NTL)[13], a formalism intended for
reasoning about the temporal properties of normative systems. NTBSL introduces deontic operators in order to give support to the definition of norms.
As stated before, NTBSL is interpreted over a MTS. Next, an overview of
mixed models is provided.
3.2

Mixed Transition Systems

MTS models integrate state-based models (Kripke structures, KS) and actionbased models (Labelled Transition Systems, or LTS) into a common superstructure. Given two sets of propositional atoms PS and PA , over states and
actions respectively; a mixed transition system over PS and PA is a structure M
= hS, S0 , A, T , VS , VA i, where:
–
–
–
–
–
–

S is a non-empty set of states;
S0 ⊆ S is the set of possible initial states;
A is a non-empty set of actions;
T ⊆ S × A × S is the transition relation;
VS : S → 2PS is the interpretation function on states;
VA : A → 2PA is the interpretation function on actions.

MTS combines actions over transitions from LTS and propositional atoms
over states from KS, and adds propositional atoms over actions that allow for a
generalized and more uniform presentation of logic formulae over MTS models.
An MTS can be projected to a KS sub-structure hS, S0 , R, VS i, where R = {(s,
s0 ) | (s, a, s0 ) ∈ T }, or an LTS sub-structure hS, S0 , A, T i, and thus both
state-based and action-based logics can be interpreted over an MTS.
A path π of M is a finite or infinite sequence of connected transition steps
a
a
an
(si−1 , ai , si ) ∈ T , denoted as s0 →1 s1 →2 s2 ... →
sn . In particular a zero
length path consists of a single state. Let T ∗ be the set of finite paths of M and
a
a
an
T w the set of infinite paths. Given a path π = s0 →1 s1 →2 s2 ... →
sn , is defined:
– |π| = n (resp. ϕ), the length of a path;
– π(i) = si , the i-th state of π (0≤i≤|π|);
– π(•i) = ai , the i-th action of π (1≤i≤|π|);
A full-path is a path that is either infinite or ends in a terminal state. Π(M )
(or just Π) is defined as the set of full-paths of M , and Π(M , s) (or Π(s)) as
the set of full-paths from state s.
Π(M ):= T ω ∪{π∈T ∗ | (|π| = n ∧ π(n) →)}
Π(s):={π ∈ Π(M ) | π(0) = s}
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Considering M as a model, a normative system η is a set of transitions which
are labelled as forbidden (η ⊆ T ). T \η is a total relation. The requirement that
T \η is total is a reasonableness constraint: it prevents normative systems which
lead to states with no successor. The implementation of a normative system η
over a model M is a new model Mη = hS, S0 , A, T 0 , VS , VA i where T 0 = T \η, i.e.
the original model without the forbidden transitions.
Once the logic background and the MTS models have been described, the
NTBSL is defined in the next section.

4

Normative Time-bounded Services Logic

The Normative Time-Bounded Service Logic, or NTBSL for short, takes ARCTL
as a reference and extends it by supporting the definition of temporal and normative constraints on the performance of services. Following, syntax and semantics
of NTBSL are detailed.
4.1

NTBSL Syntax

The syntax of NTBSL is defined by the formulae generated by the following
grammar, where q ∈ PS and φ range over state formulas. γ is a path formula.
b ∈ PA and α are an action formula. State formulae (S1-S9) represent properties
of states. In S7-S9 productions the normative operators O, P and Fo refer to
obligation, permission and prohibition, respectively. Expressions contained in
A1-A4 are the usual productions for the definition of action expressions. Path
formulae (P1-P3) represent properties of paths. In path productions, operators
U, F and G refer to traditional temporal operators Until, Finally and Globally.
The parameters t and p represent time constraints and the probability of the
path formula, respectively.
(S1 − S9) φ ::= true | q | ¬φ | φ ∧ φ | Aα [γ]≥p | Eα [γ]≥p | Oηα [γ]≥p | Pηα [γ]≥p |
Foηα [γ]≥p
(A1 − A4) α ::= true | b | ¬α | α ∧ α
(P 1 − P 3) γ ::= φ U≤t φ | F≤t φ | G≤t φ

Derived forms such as Eα F are defined similarly as in CTL. Intuitively, given
a NTBSL formula Eα γ, the path formula γ is evaluated over full α-prefixes of
full-paths of the model. To formalize that, the α-restriction of a MTS is defined as
the structure M |α = hS, S0 , A, T |α , VS , VA i where T |α = {(s, a, s0 ) ∈ T : a |= α}.
Aα and Eα are interpreted over the full-paths of M |α , and the path formulae are
defined as in standard CTL.
4.2

NTBSL Semantics

The semantic relation over states ((M , s) |= φ) or paths ((M , π) |= γ) are defined
as follows :
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(S1) (M, s) |= true
(S2) (M, s) |= q iff q ∈ VS (s)
(S3) (M, s) |= ¬φ iff (M, s) 6|= φ
(S4) (M, s) |= φ ∧ φ0 iff (M, s) |= φ ∧ (M, s) |= φ0
(S5) (M, s) |= Aα [γ]≥p iff ∀ π ∈ Π(M |α , s) · (M, π) |= γ , the µm − measure is at least p
(S6) (M, s) |= Eα [γ]≥p iff ∃ π ∈ Π(M |α , s) · (M, π) |= γ , the µm − measure is at least p
(S7) (M, s) |= Pηα [γ]≥p iff (Mη , s) |= Eα [γ]≥p
(S8) (M, s) |= Oηα [γ]≥p iff (Mη , s) |= Aα [γ]≥p
(S9) (M, s) |= Foηα [γ]≥p iff (Mη , s) |= Aα [¬γ]≥p
(P 1) (M, π) |= φ U≤t φ0 iff ∃i ∈ [0, t] · (M, π(i)) |= φ0 ∧ ∀k ∈ [0, i − 1] · (M, π(k)) |= φ
(P 2) (M, π) |= F ≤t φ iff ∃i ∈ [0, t] · (M, π(i)) |= φ
(P 3) (M, π) |= G≤t φ iff ∀i ∈ [0, t] · (M, π(i)) |= φ

Semantics of expressions contained in S1-S4 is defined as usual. In S5, Aα [γ]≤p
expresses that, for all the prefixes of α, γ holds with a probability equal or
greater than p. The expression in S6, Eα [γ]≤p , means that it exists at least
one prefix of α, γ holds with a probability equal or greater than p. The function µm : 2W → [0, 1] is a finitely additive probability measure on 2W ; for
its definition see [10]. Semantics of the deontic expressions (S7-S9), which express obligations, permissions and prohibitions, have been defined as in NTL.
For example a permission formula, Pηα [γ]≥p (S7), means that in the normative
interpreted model (Mη ) there is an α-path which satisfies [γ]≥p . Path formula
are modified to include temporal constraints over temporal operators U, F and
G. More specifically, P1 expression means that the formula φ, in the state π(k),
will be true from now until instant t when the formula φ0 in state π(i) becomes
true. In P2 the expression means that the formula φ holds within t time units
with a probability of at least p. The expression in P3 means that the formula φ
holds continuously for t time units.
NTBSL, presented in this section, is an appropriate logic to specify serviceoriented approaches. This logic is interpreted over MTS thus it allows specification over states and transitions, as well as the specification of time-bounded
services as actions with deadlines and normative expressions in states, which can
be viewed as the service preconditions and effects. In the following section an
architecture based on this formalization is presented.

5

Architecture For Normative Time-bounded Services

Based on the previous logic, in this section the THOMAS architecture which
supports the concept of normative time-bounded service is described. THOMAS
[14] is an open architecture that employs a service-based approach as the basic
building blocks for creating a suitable platform for intelligent agents grouped
in Virtual Organizations (VOs). This architecture consists of three components
(see Figure 1):
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– Platform Kernel (PK), that deals with basic agent management services
and it can be provided by any FIPA-compliant platform. Its functionality is
related with the agent life-cycle and the network communication layer.
– Service Facilitator (SF), which is a service manager that registers services
provided by external entities. These services are based on the concept of
normative time-bounded service. Furthermore, the SF facilitates service discovering for potential clients. It can be considered as a yellow pages server.
– Organization Management System (OMS), which is responsible of the management of virtual organizations, taking control of their underlying structure,
the roles played by the agents inside the organization and the norms that
rule the system behaviour.

Fig. 1. Thomas service-based architecture

Following the application of the NTBSL logic in both the service and norm
management provided by the THOMAS architecture is detailed.
5.1

Service Management

The service management is carried out by the SF component. This component
is capable of dealing with services in a more elaborated way, following Service
Oriented Architectures guidelines. Thus, the SF copes with information related to
norms, service execution time, service roles, goals as well as service composition,
based not only on Inputs and Outputs but also on Preconditions and Effects.
The organizations and agents in THOMAS offer their functionality through
services. A service in THOMAS is considered as a normative-time-bounded service, i.e. it is a service which estimated response time is known, it has a probability associated so as to model soft deadlines and norms can appear in its
preconditions and effects.
NTBSL logic allows us to represent these features, to reason about service behaviour (actions) and also to reason about the preconditions and effects (states).
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A normative-time-bounded service in NTBSL could be specified as an action α
in a transition (πk ,α,πi ) ∈ T of a path π and is characterized by: a set of preconditions and effects in states πk and πi respectively, a soft deadline t and the
probability of that deadline p.
Aα [φ U≤t φ0 ]≥p
(M, π(k)) |= φ
(M, π(i)) |= φ0

If in state πk service inputs and preconditions are satisfied (φ), then the
service α is executed and the effects (φ0 ) hold in the state πi in less than t
time units with a probability of at least p. With this model it is possible to
express properties such us ”with probability at least 0.85 once the preconditions
are fulfilled, the desired effects will be satisfied through the execution of a serv1
in at most 23 time units”:
Aserv1 [preconditions U≤23 ef f ects]≥0.85

The above formula claims that the effects of service serv1 will be obtained at
most 23 time units with probability at least 0.85 in all situations. Following, an
example of the usage of the NTBSL for representing both norms and normativetime-bounded services in THOMAS is detailed.
5.2

Normative Management

The THOMAS architecture allows defining norms that prescribe agent rights
and duties in terms of who can provide a service, when and under which circumstances. In addition, norms can be viewed as a coordination skill for organizing
MAS, since they specify the desired behaviour of the society members [15]. More
specifically, norms define role functionality in terms of services that can be requested/provided, service requesting order, service conditions and interaction
protocols that should be followed. For a detailed description of these norms and
the normative language employed in the THOMAS architecture see [16]. In this
section, a simplified version of this language which allows to express temporal
constraints on the provision of services is proposed.
Normative Language Syntax. Next, a simplified description of the developed
normative language is shown.
< norm > ::= < normative system >< deontic control >
PROVIDE < service id >
[< temporal constraint >] [< probability >]
< normative system > ::= id
< deontic control > ::= FORBIDS | PERMITS | OBLIGES
< service > ::= ([precondition, ] service id [, postcondition])
< temporal constraint > ::= BEFORE deadline
< probability > ::= PROBABILITY probability
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In concrete a norm belonging to a normative system defines a deontic control
concerning the performance ((precondition, service id, postcondition)) of a specific service which must be provided within a period of time (< temporal constraint >)
with a concrete probability.
Normative Language Semantics. The semantics of this normative language
can be defined by means of the NTBSL. Thus, a prohibition norm could be
specified as follows:
η FORBIDS PROVIDE (precondition, service id, postcondition)
BEFORE deadline PROBABILITY probability
l
Foηservice id [precondition U≤deadline postcondition]≥probability

Similarly, semantics for obligation and permission norms are defined by means
of the deontic (O and P) operators belonging to NTBSL.
5.3

Example

Let us suppose that in a critical situation a service must be provided within a
restricted deadline, whereas in a normal situation the temporal duration is less
restrictive. This kind of conditional constraints are expressed by means of norms
as follows:
ηcritic OBLIGES PROVIDE (unknownU ser, login, loged(user, password))
BEFORE 10 PROBABILITY 1
l
ηcritic
Ologin
[unknownU ser U≤10 loged(user, password)]≥1

More specifically, this norm claims that according to the normative system which
corresponds to a critical situation (ηcritical ) the login service (login) must be
provided within 10 temp units.
Considering the definition of a normative-time-bounded service, the service
description, apart from the usual information related to Inputs, Outputs, Preconditions and Effects (IOPEs), should be modified in order to contain an explicit
representation of time, probability and norms. The service description has been
extended with two non-functional parameters which represent service execution
time and probability. Besides this, preconditions and effects can contain normative expressions, which allow expressing the conditions that must or may hold
before/after providing a service. These extensions facilitate the SF to discover
and composite task between a set of registered services. The SF can know not
only if a service provides the required functionality but also if the client is allowed to request the service, considering the active norms, or if the service can
be provided before a client’s deadline.

6

Conclusions

In SOE it is desirable to reason about the properties that hold at each reachable
state and to reason in terms of the actions that can be performed by services.
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Another desirable feature of formal models for SOE is the possibility of reasoning
about temporal and normative constraints. In this paper, we propose an extension of previous works on the integration of both state-based and action-based
models by giving support to the explicit representation of time, probability and
the deontic operators. This proposed logic has been applied in the THOMAS
architecture. All of the functionalities in THOMAS are described and provided
as normative time-bounded services. As future work we plan going on the development of service-oriented systems by considering the problem of reasoning
about the system properties expressed by means of NTBSL.
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